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Abstract

In this report it is analysed if there are any differences in car preferences be-
tween genders and if so, what they are and what is being done today. Different
studies, analyses and articles are presented and discussed. Most of them are
found through KTH’s library and the internet.

A lot of differences were found, men and women preferred the complete dif-
ferent driving feels when testing a car with adjustable variables. Their prefer-
ence for car types were also found to be different, with women preferring for
example small cars and SUVs. Sports cars and luxury cars are mostly bought
by men. It was also found that extravagant colors like orange and yellow was
preferred mostly by men, with women dominating discrete colors like silver
and gold. A surprising finding was that women are less acceptive toward self
driving cars than men, citing safety as their main concern, but when studying
the acceptance of different advanced driver assistance systems such as lane
departure warning and front collision warning, women liked those systems
more than men.

So there are a lot of differences between the genders and women are becoming
a larger part of the car buyer market, with the US already having more female
driving licence holders than the male equivalent so gender is definitely some-
thing to consider when designing and manufacturing a new car.

Sammanfattning

I den här rapporten analyseras om det finns några skillnader i bilpreferenser
mellan könen och i såna fall vad de är och vad som görs idag. Olika veten-
skapliga studier, analyser och artiklar presenteras och diskuteras. De flesta är
hämtade via KTHs bibliotek och från internet.

Det hittades många skillnader. Män och kvinnor föredrog helt olika inställ-
ningar av styrkänsla när de fick köra en bil med justerbara variabler. Vad de
föredrog för biltyper skiljde sig också, där kvinnor föredrog små bilar och SU-
Var. Män föredrog i högre grad sport- och lyxbilar. Det konstaterades även
att extravaganta färger som orange och gul föredrogs i högre utsräckning av
män. Kvinnorna hade större andel som föredrog diskreta färger såsom silver
och guld. En överraskande upptäckt var att kvinnor är mindre accepterande
gentemot autonoma bilar än män, med säkerheten som den största orsaken,
men när accepterandet av olika förarhjälpmedel såsom avåkningsvarnare och
kollisionsvarningssystem så föredrog fler kvinnor systemen än män.

Så det finns en del skillnader mellan könen och kvinnor utgör en allt större
del av bilköparmarknaden. USA har redan fler kvinnliga körkortsinnehavare
än manliga så kön är definitivt något som behöver tas i åtanke vid design och
tillverkning av en ny bil.
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1 Introduction

With new cars evolving towards electric powertrains and a lot of active systems, the feel
and the looks of cars also change. There are a lot of preferences to study when it comes
to cars; steering feel, engine response, suspension and more. What customers want vary
depending on age, income, gender etc. In a study it was found that what customers regard
as a sporty feel or driving pleasure differ completely between genders,[1]. That wakes
the question if it’s possible to create a car that fits everyone or if it would be better to
individualise cars more to satisfy the customers.

Also the different features in a car might differ between the genders. In 2004 Volvo pre-
sented a concept car that was constructed with a team consisting of only women,[2]. Their
idea was that if you meet the demands of women, you will surpass those of men. Through
surveys they had found that women indeed wanted the same features in a car as men, but
then even some more.

According to an analysis conducted by Frost & Sullivan in 2014 there are now more
women than men with driver’s licenses in the US and other countries are to follow that
trend,[3]. Also another statistic shows that women affect around 80 percent of the deci-
sions when purchasing a car. They have also shown that when it comes to maintenance
it’s often women who take the car to a service station.

With a history of cars being dominated by men both in driving and constructing them,
changing now towards a consumer base consisting of a majority of women, it is important
to study if, and what, features and preferences need to be changed to make desirable cars
in the future. Despite that, not many studies have been conducted on the matter nor has
a lot of companies shared their experience about this trend. This study will try to collect
and analyse what has been done and discuss what might come next.

2 Method

This study has been conducted by searching for relevant scientific literature that is avail-
able and other studies that may be of interest for the subject. Phone interviews and contact
with current manufacturers have also been conducted as well as possible. Most literature
has been found online through KTH’s library and other search engines. Since some of
the information that could have been used are classed as company secrets the companies
have not always been reluctant to cooperate. After finding and collecting all the different
sources, they were sorted and summarised and eventually presented in this report.
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3 Driving feel

One aspect that has been focused on is how the car behaves under driving and what feed-
back the driver gets. An experiment conducted in Germany showed that men and women
preferred the complete opposite feel in the car,[1]. They used a custom built rig as seen in
figure1 to be able to change the steering wheel torque and self-aligning torque with which
they made 9 different parameter sets.

Figure 1: Wheel rig [1]

The study wanted to find what steering feel each individual prefer as more and more cars
start to use steer-by-wire systems i.e. a steering system that has no physical connection
between the wheels and the steering wheel but instead is connected through an electronic
control system. The drivers were asked to rate the different settings on how sporty the car
felt. They found that on country roads the women considered low steering torque to have a
sports car handling characteristic whereas the men thought the opposite, that high steering
torque felt sporty. The results can be seen in Figure 2 where the red staple represent the
women’s rating and the blue represents the men’s rating of how sporty the car felt. The
patternwas the same but not as notable in city environments, where the self-aligning torque
components were less important as the driving speed was slower and therefore the steering
angle speed higher causing the damping to be the dominating characteristic.

The same study also compared age and driving style types with the same settings, but
didn’t find as clear patterns as in their gender comparison.
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Figure 2: Different variants of torque settings [1]

3.1 Driver Assistance Systems

A lot of development has been made during the recent years with Advanced Driver Assis-
tance Systems, or ADASs in short. For the most part they help the driver to drive safely
and sometimes requires no driver input at all, being almost comparable to autonomous
cars. But they also infringe upon the driving experience, making the driver less impor-
tant. A Chinese study conducted in 2014 focused on the use of 3 different ADASs and
compared them with respect to how often they were activated and what the acceptance
of the systems from the drivers was.[4] The different systems were: Forward Collision
Warning (FCW), which automatically brakes when the sensors anticipate a crash; Side
Blind Zone Alert (SBZA), which gives the driver a notification when there is a car in the
blind zone and Lane Departure Warning (LDW), which warns the driver if the car is go-
ing outside the lane markings. They studied among other things the difference between
genders and found that men on average triggered 162%more FCWs than the women. The
LDWwas more evenly distributed, but the men triggered 25% fewer than the women. The
SBZA varied insignificantly between the genders. The authors argue that the difference
in FCW triggering might be because that men drive more aggressive in heavy traffic and
might follow other cars closer, causing the system to activate. In general, women viewed
each system more positively than the male drivers in their acceptance result as can be seen
in Figure 3. Statistical significance was found for the SBZA where the acceptance rate
was 82% for women, 22% higher than that for the men.
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Figure 3: Acceptance as a function of gender for the different systems [4]

That women value safety more than men was also found in a study conducted in 2010 by
the National Safety Council and Elsevier Ltd. [5] They asked over 2000 Canadian drivers
to rank the importance of eight vehicle features if they were to buy a car. The results were
then compared by both gender and age and they found that women in all ages rated safety
as more important than men. That might explain their more accepting attitude towards
ADASs in the Chinese study mentioned above.

3.2 Driving position

One important aspect that weighs into how the car feels to drive is the position in which
you sit in the driver’s seat. Since the average man and woman are of different sizes the
seat obviously can’t be perfect for both genders in a fixed position. In an Australian study
from year 2000 they examined if the stereotype that women sit closer to the steering wheel
was true, [6]. They studied 300 participants, evenly distributed among gender and age and
did a lot of measurements. They found that, on average, women sat 4 to 5 cm closer to
the steering wheel than the men. The biggest difference was found when they measured
the distance from the center of the steering wheel to the driver’s shoulders. When other
attributes were taken into account, such as height, gender was no longer a significant
determinant. The most important was the height of the driver, with drivers sitting on
average 3 cm further from the wheel for every 10 cm increase in height. The size of the
car alsomattered with drivers of large cars sitting approximately 2 cm closer to the steering
wheel than those driving small cars.

Because of the difference in distance from the steering wheel between the genders, mostly
because of height difference, adjustable seats are almost a must to allow each driver to
sit comfortably. There are also some cars on the market that have adjustable pedals. An
American study from 2001 was conducted to evaluate if adjustable pedals would be a
danger associated with adjusting or manipulating the pedals, [7]. They used accident data
to estimate how manipulating other equipment while driving influenced the risk of an
accident. They found that about 60 accidents in North Carolina occurs per year when
the driver is adjusting the radio, but only a few accidents while adjusting something else,
for example the wipers. From the data they assumed that accidents because of adjustable
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pedals would be extremely rare. To continue their study they created a simulation where
drivers tried different courses with different pedal set ups. They tested difference in speed,
lane position and brake response time and found no big difference, further confirming their
prediction of adjustable pedals being a small risk.

Getting in and out of the car

Another aspect related to the driving position is how to get in and out of the car. An
American study from 2002 measured how long it took for different persons to get in and
out of different cars, [8]. They found maybe not surprisingly that with age it takes longer
to get in and out of the cars. This was especially true for aging women in pick-up trucks,
some had real trouble entering the pick-up. The easiest to get in and out of was theminivan,
with their third option (the sedan) in the middle.

4 Car features

When choosing what car to buy the features on the car are as much as, if not more, im-
portant than how it feels to drive. A senior manager at Volvo said in an interview that
women value space, convenience and practicality more, [9]. Men are basically engulfed
with engine power, he said. Women are more likely to be more careful with the interior
and color of their cars.

4.1 The Female Concept Car

In 2004 Volvo Cars launched a project called Your Concept Car (YCC), [2]. The special
thing about this concept car was that all the members of the design and manufacturing
teams were women. In their press release they state that the car features easier mainte-
nance, clever storage solutions, better line of vision, computer-aided parking and a bold
exterior. For example it has no hood, no gas-caps, easy-clean paint, exchangeable seat
fabrics, compartments for handbags and gull-wing doors. An image of the concept car
can be seen in Figure 4. The doors are for when you’re bringing large items to the car and
want easy access to load it. To get more in depth with the project, a phone interview with
Technical Project Manager Elna Holmberg was conducted, [10]

To come up with the different features to focus on on the car, they brainstormed internally
within the project and they presented an early idea to the rest of the women at Volvo
who were allowed to bring ideas into the project. They could see that the collected ideas
were quite concentrated and they also used data from surveys that targeted the premium
branch in Europe. What they could see was that the women wanted the same features as
men, but then some more. She said that since it has always been the men designing and
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manufacturing cars, their demands have already been implemented in today’s cars and if
it were the women making the calls historically, maybe it would have been the other way
around.

After collecting the ideas they shortened the list with the features least important as they
didn’t want too many to focus on, one was for example brake lights within the wheel
housing. When they finished their selection the most focus was put on the examples listed
above. A lot of focus was put on convenience with the doors making it easy to get in and
out, they also proposed an automatic door opening system where the car would sense that
you approached the car and open the doors for you, good for when you have both hands
full. Holmberg also mentioned that since so few are actually able to work on the things
under the hood of a car nowadays, even changing a light bulb usually requires a trip a
professional mechanic, they decided to remove the hood entirely, moving the windshield
washer fluid filler cap next to the fuel cap. The caps themselves got a makeover, removing
the screw on cap and using a self closing filler hole instead. When it is time for service the
car itself sends a message to your predetermined service center and books a time.

Figure 4: Volvo’s Your Concept Car (YCC) [2]

Something else they found that many women wanted was the ability to personalise and
change the appearance of the car easily. Volvo’s concept car was fitted with removable
seat cushions and carpets that are easily cleaned and changed with different colors and
materials. The interior also featured storage for handbags and pockets in the console be-
tween the front seats, with the gear lever moved to the steering wheel and the traditional
hand brake replaced by a button. They also added easier storage in the back seat with the
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seats folding away like chairs at a movie theatre when not in use.

When asked, Holmberg said that if she were to design a similar car today a lot of things
would be different. As some of their ideas have become reality, for example automatic
parking, doors that open without having to use your hands and cars that tell you when it is
time for service. She says it’s hard to know how the future will look and don’t know what
she would put into a concept car today.

4.2 Design

A feature that is important for both genders is the design, but it may differ in how the
different genders want a car to look like. The first thing that may come to mind is the
color of the car. Car research company iSeeCars conducted a study on 25 million used car
listings and over 200 000 car inquiries between 2013 and 2014 to find patterns between
men and women’s color preferences, [11]. They found that men like non-traditional colors
more than women, for example it was 25 %more likely for men to choose orange for their
car than women would. After orange men prefer brown 9.8 % more and yellow 6.3 %
more than women. Women on the other hand prefer gold, silver and beige cars, 11.2 %,
7.1 % and 5.6 % respectively more than men. The more normal colors like black, white
and silver are still the most popular among everyone. The reason for the new bright colors
might be that the luxury- and muscle car segment has increased its color palette with 73
% and that segment is mostly dominated by male buyers, [12].

It’s not only men design the more expensive segments of cars though. The 2016 Honda
NSX which is a super sports car competing against the likes of the BMW i8, Porsche
911 Turbo and Mercedes-AMG GT, was designed by Michelle Christensen for example,
showing that women can design cars at least as good as men, if not better.

For some the image of the car is also important when it comes to status and attractiveness.
A British study from 2009 wanted to evaluate if cars would affect how attractive the driver
appeared to the opposite gender, [13]. They asked 240 persons, 120 from each sex, to rate
the attractiveness of a person sitting in a car. The authors had made a pre-study to find
equally attractive persons and two cars, one high status and one neutral car, and provided
four pictures with the persons sitting in each of the cars which can be seen in Figure 5.
They found that men showed no difference in attractiveness rating for the woman sitting
in either the high status or neutral car but, for the women they found that they rated the
male significantly higher in the high status car.
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Figure 5: Results showing women prefer men in high status cars [13]

4.3 Navigation systems

A lot of people use some type of GPS-software to navigate nowadays. Be it on their
phones, an integrated nav-system in the car or a portable device. To be considered good
they have to have a nice interface and be easy to use. What is considered good might differ
between the genders and a Chinese study from 2010 examines that, [14]. They compared
4 different brands of navigation systems by asking participants in the study to perform
3 different tasks and later comparing the time it took, the amount of windows the users
had to go through to complete it and how many times they had to ask for help. From
their objective measurements of time and amount of windows they couldn’t see any clear
difference between the genders but, the women asked for help more times than the men
on every task and system, except for one. The biggest difference was for the Mio-brand
where one man asked for help whereas 15 women did. When asked to rate the different
system by how difficult/easy they were to use, how frustrating/satisfying they were and
if the system had inadequate/adequate power the men rated the systems as easier to use,
more satisfying and felt they had more sufficient power than the women did.

4.4 Car types

What type of car someone is driving can usually tell something about the driver, with
some cars being traditionally thought as more feminine or masculine. A lot of people may
for example picture the driver of a big SUV a soccer mom dropping of kids at practise or
the driver of a trendy convertible a male hairdresser. There may be some truth to that as a
study from iSeeCars.com shows that men are four times more likely to shop for luxury cars
and women are 67 % more likely to buy a crossover SUV, [11]. Looking at brands, men
prefer Maserati and Porsche more than women, with women preferring Kia and Hyundai
more than men. A South African site sums up the same study and says that women con-
sider price, practicality, fuel efficiency, safety and reliability as more important aspects
than men, [15]. Also, men wanted cars that were on average 3 times more expensive than
the women were happy with, and men made up 90 % of buyers of posh European sports
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cars and fancy SUVs. The reason may be that women think longer about their car pur-
chase according to another study presented on the same site. On average women takes 75
days to decide on what car they want, while men take 62 days. Furthermore women do
more research online and in dealerships than men, possibly indicating that they base their
decisions more on facts than on feelings.

Another study conducted by TrueCar where they have examined data from over 8 mil-
lion retail purchases in 2011 also points toward that men prefer exclusive cars more than
women, [16]. From the results it was possible to see that the brands with the highest per-
centage of male buyers were Ferrari, Bentley, Maserati, Porsche and Jaguar in that order.
All either sports car or luxury car manufacturers. The brands with the highest amount of
female buyers on the other hand were MINI, Nissan, Kia, Honda and Mitsubishi. Mostly
small and affordable cars, with 3 brands being Japanese. The same pattern repeats itself
when looking at the most gender based car models. The Volvo S40 was the most popular
among women with 57.9 % of buyers being female. For men it was the Porsche 911 with
88.2 % being male buyers. For women, 16 out of the 20 most female dominated brands
were imports, the study being conducted in USA, while most of the brands where men
were the majority of buyers were domestic cars.

Kelley blue book also confirm that US men prefer domestic car brands, [17]. Research
based on survey data from 13000 adults show that men are 174%more likely to buy a new
Lincoln to women, while women are 119 % more likely to buy a new Volvo compared to
men. Their research also shows that 76 % of women look for safety features when buying
a new car compared to 61% of men, maybe explaining their increased preference of Volvo
and Japanese cars that usually have high safety ratings. They also found that more women
care about affordability and fuel efficiency than men with 72 % of women being more
likely to consider affordability in their next purchase, while that only goes for 50 % of
men. 67 % of women would consider fuel efficiency compared with 48 % for men. These
findings coincide with the brands being most popular for either gender in the TrueCar
study as the top women brands were affordable and fuel efficient and the male brands
were expensive and focused on performance.

In 2013 a mathematical model was proposed by G. Baltas and C. Saridakis that examined
the impact of 30 variables on 12 different car type choices, [18]. They based their model on
data collected from a survey research of 1622 consumers. The model shows the likeliness
to buy a specific car type for the different variables compared to their baseline type which
was an SUV. For example they found that people living in the cityweremuchmore likely to
buy a coupe than an SUV. Relevant findings to the gender topic was that men were about
1,5 to 2 times less likely to buy cars in the categories mini, super-mini, station wagon,
MPV and cabriolets compared to the SUV. For the other types they didn’t manage to get
a statistically significant result when determining how much gender affects the choice of
car types. From studies mentioned earlier in the study women care more about the cost,
fuel efficiency, safety and reliability than men. In the model people who care about cost
when buying a vehicle is more likely to choose a car from segment D (medium-sized
car) and less likely to choose a coupe or a cabriolet. Looking at the ecofriendly aspect
people are more likely to choose a mini-car. For the reliability it is possible to look at the
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quality variable which says that people are more likely to get a mini, station wagon and
MPV if they value that variable as important. Safety wasn’t included in the model as a
variable. Earlier it was also suggested that women use the internet more when searching
for vehicles and in the model those who do that are more likely to choose mini cars, small
family cars, luxury cars, station wagons, coupes, cabriolets and roadsters. Those who find
performance important are more likely to choose medium-sized cars, station wagons and
coupes, performance being a variable that men appreciate according to other studies.

Combining these results women should be more likely to buy a medium-sized car for its
affordability, a mini car for its fuel efficiency, reliability and that people buying them tend
to research the cars on the internet, or a station wagon or MPV for their reliability. They
are also less likely to buy coupes and roadsters because of their cost and not being that
ecofriendly.

Self driving cars

A hot topic and big research field today is the development of autonomous, or self driving,
cars. Those researching and developing them say that they will be safer, more efficient
and more convenient than cars you drive yourself, but the general public might have issues
with them and there might be a different reception for the technology between the genders.
A survey conducted on 1028 Americans by the site NerdWallet showed that 49 % were
not interested in autonomous drive in their vehicles, [19]. Especially women were against
the technology with only 37 % being interested in owning a self driving car, with 50 % of
the men wanting to see more of the technology. The main concern expressed by women
was safety, with 55 % of the women saying that. Of the men only 37 % thought the same.
Men were more concerned that self driving cars would take the fun out of driving with 44
% of men expressing this concern, compared to 23 % of women.

4.5 Prices

With the prices on cars not being completely the same at different dealerships there is a
risk of being exposed to price discrimination. There has been a debate concerning if car
dealerships systematically give higher prices to especially minorities and women. A study
published in the American Economic Review in 2002 investigates if there is some truth
to it, [20]. They used data from 4000 new vehicle transactions to compare what prices
the customers had to pay relative to the manufacturer’s suggested retail price for different
groups divided by gender and age. They have also analysed studies made on the subject
earlier, specifically one that found that women received higher final offers from new car
dealers and another that didn’t find any evidence that women were being exposed to price
discrimination. The first one only used offers as their basis for the study which might
be misleading and the other couldn’t include the different dealer’s specific profits and
had to drop many observations due to missing data so those two studies may suffer some
criticism. The study from 2002 used data directly from the dealer’s own systems. They
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did findd statistically significant price discrimination among age groups, but for women it
was not significant even though they could see that women had to pay slightly more than
men.

Another study from 2010 by A. A. Langer goes more in depth and tries to create a model
on how the price differs between men and women and also their marriage status, [21].
She used data from a major market research firm and included 25875 respondents who
purchased new vehicles in the second quarter of 2005. She found that the dealers are prac-
tising third degree price discrimination against women, which means that a certain group
is given a different price, as markup difference between both married and singles showed
that the dealer could take higher prices for women for every dollar increase in the differ-
ence between the gender’s optimal markups. For married men and women the difference
was the biggest with the dealers being able to increase the difference between the groups’
average price paid by 45 cents per dollar increase between the optimal markups.

5 Sustainability

As fossile fuel is becoming more and more expensive and more people agree that it con-
tributes to global warming, alternative sources for transportation fuel must be found. Dur-
ing the last years there have been a lot of new electrically driven cars, either fully electric or
hybrids that have a combustion engine combined with an electric one. It is worth studying
if there is any difference in the preferences for these kinds of cars between the genders.
In the iSeeCars survey it was found that women rank fuel efficiency higher than men,
probably making them more likely to buy an electric vehicle, [15].

A study from the US, using data from 2011-2012, analysed if there were any differences
for people who already owned an electric vehicle (EV), [22]. They studied what men and
women thought about for example charging, driving range, environment and cost when it
comes to electric cars. They found that, in general, men are more eager to talk about future
research and development regarding EVs, while women focused more on the practical
terms of today. This could be showed when the respondents talked about charging their
EV, especially when making long trips. Women talked about long trips being impractical
in an EV and would rather use a gasoline fuelled car, while men talked about using DC
fast charger during their trip instead, even though DC fast chargers weren’t being used
extensively at the time of the survey.

Even though women rank fuel efficiency higher, women account for only 29% of Nissan
Leaf and 16% of Tesla Model S purchases and leases in California, [23].
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6 Current development

As the current demographic of car buyers is undergoing a change with women contributing
a larger part of car manufacturing, development is being made to improve new cars to fit
with the current buyers. According to Frost & Sullivan, a growth partnership company, in
2014 there were more women with a driver’s licence than men who had one in the US, [3].
They could also conclude that Canada and the UK soon would have a majority of female
licence holders. According to them women influence 80 % of all car buying decisions,
making their opinion very important.

The wage gap between men and women is slowly decreasing and means that women will
have more and more purchasing power, [24]. Also, during the last decades, women are
getting higher education thanmen on average, possibly leading to jobswith higher salaries,
[25].

There is an award called Women’s World Car of the Year which rewards manufacturers
who makes a car that the female jury likes the most, [26]. The latest winner was the Jaguar
F Pace for its design, usability and driving experience, which you can see in Figure 6.
Earlier winners being Volvo XC90, Mercedes-Benz S-class and the Ford Fiesta Ecoboost.
These types of rewards may encourage car manufacturers to build more cars adapted to
the specific requests of women in exchange for publicity.

Figure 6: Jaguar F Pace, latest winner of the Women’s Car of the Year award [26]
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7 Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to analyse if there is any types of differences between genders
when it comes to car preferences. From previously made studies, analyses and surveys it
was found that differences appear in a lot of different aspects for cars. The most distinct
result was probably found for the driving feel. For a car with adjustable steering feel set
ups, the women wanted the complete opposite settings compared to the men with the men
wanting heavier steering and the women a lighter one. Furthermore, when studying dif-
ferent driving aids, women were more acceptant towards using for example lane departure
warnings and front collision warning systems than men. That coincides with results found
in other studies that show that women value safety more than men. It was found that a
majority of women were not interested in autonomous cars (as they stated the safety was
their biggest concern) even though many agree that self driving cars would be safer than
any human driver.

When it comes to what type of car each gender would buy most studies showed that it is
mostly men who buy luxury and sports cars, with women being more practical and buy-
ing either smaller, more affordable cars or more convenient SUVs. Other aspects women
prefer more than men are fuel efficiency and reliability, those are even more sensible and
practical aspects to value highly. The price women are willing to pay reflects those aspects
as well with men willing to pay 3 times more than women for their cars. So for manu-
facturers to attract women to their brand they need to create small and affordable cars.
Recently there has been a lot of new cheap and fuel efficient vehicles hitting the market
and downsizing of engines is a thing. That may probably be a result of the changing de-
mographic in the car buyers market and of course an effect of regulations from different
governments.

With the market now getting closer to having a majority of women with driver licenses,
manufacturers are probably doing a lot of research to evaluate what their customers want
in their cars. Not that many studies have been made by academics and made available to
the public until now so further studies are needed to find out how the cars in the future
will feel and what features it will have for successful market uptake.
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